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New Horizons is still four months from its rendezvous with Pluto, but some are already

beginning to think about what’s beyond. Assuming it survives its flight through the Pluto-Charon

system, New Horizons’ work will not be done. From the beginning, New Horizons’ mission

profile has included as its number two objective, besides the Pluto flyby, a plan to visit one or

more other Kuiper Belt objects (Stern, 2008). Last fall the mission team announced that they had



identified at least one, and possibly two other, potential targets for the next encounter (Brennan,

2014). But what is the Kuiper Belt, what’s in it, and why is it so important to investigate it?

Shortly after Clyde Tombaugh announced the discovery of Pluto in March of 1930, some

astronomers began speculating that it may not be alone. Even that same year, Frederick Leonard

noted as the solar system up to that point was known to consist of successive families of rocky

planets, asteroids, and gas planets, “is it not likely that in Pluto there has come to light the first of

a series of ultra-Neptunian bodies, the remaining members of which still await discovery but

which are destined eventually to be detected” (Davies, McFarland, Bailey, Marsden, & Ip, 2008).

The reason for this speculation was that Pluto was not what it was expected to be. The very

reason Tombaugh and others began searching for “Planet X” was because of unexplained

perturbations in the orbit of Neptune. Calculations of these perturbations led Tombaugh to look

where he did; Pluto was in the right place at the right time. However, just one month after

Tombaugh’s announcement, rival astronomer Armin Leuschner told the New York Times “high

eccentricity and small mass would seem to eliminate object as being planet X” (Davies et al.,

2008). Further observation determined that Pluto was no more than half the diameter of Earth,

yet gravitational effects seemed to indicate a mass considerably larger than expected for that

size; Fred Whipple suggested that instead the disturbances were from an entire family of objects

of which Pluto was representative (Davies et al., 2008). Gerard Kuiper in 1951 theorized that a

collection of small icy bodies was formed between 38 and 50 astronomical units; the region was

named the Kuiper Belt in his honor, though ironically he had believed that the belt would have

been scattered early in the solar system’s lifetime and therefore no longer existed today.

(Lemonick, 2014)



Illustration of the location and extent of the Kuiper Belt – NASA

So, if Pluto is no longer a planet (and that debate is not over, by the way (Rice, 2014)), it is the

first representative of legions of Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs). Since the first KBO (not counting

Pluto) was observed in 1992, around 1,500 others have been discovered, with estimates that there

are as many as 10 billion KBOs larger than 2 kilometers across in the belt. (Lemonick, 2014)

Leftovers from the formation of the solar system, largely immune from the shooting-gallery

chaos of the planetary region, these objects offer promise of being pristine artifacts of the

beginning of our neighborhood. Interactions with each other, or the gravitational disturbance of

coming too close to Neptune, occasionally send a few of these objects plummeting toward the

sun as a comet, but many other millions (or billions) remain in a cloud surrounding the solar

system. Opening exploration of the Kuiper Belt then is reminiscent of entering a tomb that has



remained undisturbed for millennia, or finding an ancient extinct creature preserved in ice, only

cooler (a LOT colder, in fact).

Artist Concept of the New Horizons Flyby of Pluto and Charon – NASA/JHU APL/SwRI/Steve Gribben



During this summer’s flyby, we will get a better idea of Pluto’s composition than we’ve been

able to get from Earth-based observations. The timing of the mission is ideal. Right now Pluto is

(relatively) close to the sun, and appears to have a thin atmosphere. This atmosphere will allow

better analysis of the volatile elements of Pluto’s exterior. The next launch window would have

delayed this encounter by ten years; Pluto will be significantly farther away from the sun, putting

the atmosphere into deep freeze (Stern, 2002). In addition, the close approach will let us see for

the first time surface features, giving us clues to the tectonic and impact history of Pluto and its

largest moon, Charon. The tectonic evidence may allow scientists to determine whether Pluto

had (or maybe still has) a liquid ocean. The impact craters (especially on non-atmospheric

Charon) will let us reconstruct the size and frequency of collisions, adding to our knowledge and

hypotheses of the long-ago density of the Kuiper Belt (Lemonick, 2014).

Illustration of the Sun as seen above a Kuiper Belt Object – NASA/JPL-Caltech/T. Pyle (SSC)



So What?

All this is interesting, you might say. But why should we care about these far-away objects? To

begin with, there is a great deal of scientific knowledge waiting to be unlocked in the Kuiper

Belt. While we feel that we have a pretty good idea of how the planets were formed in the early

solar system, these models require that the expansive Kuiper Belt have “30, 40, or even 50 Earth

masses’ worth” of material for any sizable objects to have formed, let alone dwarf planets such

as Pluto (Lemonick, 2014). Instead, the belt is estimated to have a total mass of about 1/10th of

Earth. (Gladman et al., 2001). On the other hand, if the belt had been as massive as required by

existing theory, then there should be a planet as big or bigger than Earth out there; while there

could be such planets far beyond the Kuiper Belt, there is almost no chance of one hiding in the

belt itself (Lemonick, 2014). So according to our current models, the Kuiper Belt is “missing”

more than 99% of its mass. One current hypothesis is that the outer planets formed much closer

together, and then as Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune moved outward to their current position, they

pushed the Kuiper Belt out with them. This would explain the initial formation of the objects we

now observe, because in a lower orbit the matter would have been closer together, while the

outward movement of the giant planets would have then ejected most of the original belt material

from the solar system, arresting further growth (Morbidelli, 2004). Close examination, of both

composition and motion, will offer clues, either strengthening this hypothesis or suggesting

another, possibly one not even considered yet.
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Closer to home, increased knowledge of the Kuiper Belt may lead to increased knowledge about

life here on Earth, both its evolution and its extinction. It is theorized by some that comets

seeded the Earth with basic organic molecules, marking the beginning of life here (Despois &

Cottin, 2005). Many of the comets that the Earth has encountered came out of the Kuiper Belt

(Napier, 2014), so learning more about these objects in their native environment may yield clues

about our own existence. In addition, and opposed to the popular idea of mass extinctions being

caused by single random asteroid impacts to Earth, there are suggestions that a “giant comet”

coming into the inner solar system and breaking apart could result in catastrophic impacts once a

century over a million years (Steel, 2014). Such an eventuality could be a better explanation for

the periodic mass extinctions we see in the fossil record than the currently more popular theory

of single random impacts of asteroids (Napier, 2014; Steel, 2014). Better understanding of the

Kuiper Belt will give us insight into past extinctions and possibly give us better awareness of

future catastrophes.



Finally, we go to Pluto and the Kuiper Belt because they’re there. We as a species seem to be

hardwired for curiosity, to see what is beyond the next horizon (if you will pardon the phrase), to

seek out knowledge for its own sake. There are surely evolutionary advantages to this, which

while fascinating are beyond the scope of this article. Once we gained the ability to leave Earth,

this curiosity naturally reached out into the Solar System. Beginning in the 1960s, and continuing

to the present day, we have sent multiple robotic explorers throughout the solar system, and in

the last few years a few of these objects have even escaped the hold of the sun and are now

flying through interstellar space. By the end of the 1980’s, we had flown by eight of the (at that

time) nine planets, the latest encounter being with Neptune in 1989. The only planet left

unexplored was Pluto. As New Horizons’ Principal Investigator Alan Stern put, we “will at last

complete the basic reconnaissance of our solar system” (Stern, 2002).

So what’s next?

When Pluto missions were first being considered in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, the Kuiper

Belt was only a hypothetical conjecture, and so was not a consideration (Stern, 2008). By the

time New Horizons was approved by NASA, however, this had changed, and so a further

encounter with at least one other Kuiper Belt object beyond Pluto was included as a mission

objective. The problem was that the craft could only carry enough fuel to change its course by

about 2%, and it was unknown whether there were any KBOs within that range. According to

Stern, “If we hadn’t been able to find a target (beyond Pluto), we’d be sailing off into

nothingness” (Brennan, 2014).

Fortunately, it seems that New Horizons is not (yet) destined for oblivion. After searches with

ground-based telescopes proved fruitless, the team was able to get time on the Hubble Space

Telescope over three months in the summer of 2014. In October they announced that they had



found one KBO that was definitely reachable, and two others that may be in range, pending

further observation (Brennan, 2014). Mission investigator and University of Colorado professor

Fran Bagenal called it a “big relief,” adding that due to the great diversity of Kuiper Belt objects

in color, composition, size, moons, and atmospheres, “getting to two of the thousands-plus that

we know are there will be at least twice as good as one” (Brennan, 2014).

Of course, to make it to a second KBO, New Horizons first has to survive its trip past Pluto.

Being a first encounter, we do not really know what kind of debris might be encountered, and at

its velocity of over 14.5 kilometers per second (APL, 2015), or 32,000 miles per hour, an impact

with a particle more than 0.2 millimeters in size could prove fatal (Throop et al., 2014).

Computer modelling and statistical analysis has put the probability of such a collision at 0.1%

(Throop et al., 2014), slim but not impossible. Further onboard imaging as the craft approaches

the system could result in minor course corrections to minimize this danger even further (Throop

et al., 2014).

New Horizons Trajectory (in red) – Applied Physics Laboratory (APL), Johns Hopkins University



Of course, even if all goes swimmingly, New Horizons is nevertheless fated to ultimately “sail

off into nothingness.” It is travelling fast enough to escape the Sun’s gravity entirely, just the

fifth man-made object to do so (after Pioneers 10 and 11 and Voyagers 1 and 2). The plutonium-

powered battery should be able to supply the necessary energy for the downlink capability of

New Horizons well past the 50 AU that conventionally marks the limit of the Kuiper Belt

(Fountain et al., 2008). Sooner or later, however, New Horizons will go silent, but will continue

to sail on into interstellar space, carrying among other mementos some of the ashes of Clyde

Tombaugh; the man who discovered Pluto will be the first human to travel to the stars (Stern,

2008).

NASA/A. Fujii
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